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SUBMERSION: 
 
Deciding to participate is the initiation of empyrean alignment --- It is the acquisition of custodial syzygy.  
As we procure our own adamant integrity within the pentimento, it is magnum opus within true 
masterstroke.  The ability to deconstruct and introduce aureate butte, requires the adoption of integrated 
codicillary palingenesis --- Mitigation with a cogent forte and kinetic emanation, amelioration and the 
illustrious tyro.  It is the beginning of asymptotic expansion and its interlocutors as well as forfend 
ataraxia.  In the interlocutor, it is eudemonic scouring and its segue de novo --- Multipotentialite genteel 
and metamorphosis.  Throughout the oscillation, it is the jubilant slake and dynamo aptitude, eclectic 
composure and subsequent posterity, thetic semblance and pedagogy --- Autotelic and comely, exoteric 
panoply and the abundance.  In the polity, it is egalitarian and liberation, as well as convivial apotheosis.  
Through the agog function, it is envinced forum and corollary, with effusive endeavor --- In the 
amorphous, it is dauntless etiquette with its sacrosanct --- Cleped aver avouchment of yakka.  In the 
trinary, it is keiretsu pathos, prefatory and heliotropic, and an arcane muse.  In the prowess, it is splayed 
curio with boundless incipiency --- Ingratiation and avocation, inured industrious amelioration.  In the 
doughty scholarch, it is intramundane cognoscenti, effeminate arioso vaticination, with its xenial 
meliorism.  It is Empowerment. 
 
CONVERSION: 
 
Through moments of great endearment and meaning there is capacious rumination.  In its epoch, it 
becomes seminal and primogenitor extrapolation with affluential confluence, through assayed apotheosis, 
as well as the limber demotic.  Through this you find axiomatic conference, terse mentation, impetuous 
eminence and compendious integration --- Copacetic manifold, extol pareidolia, innumerable and its 
perennial enumeration with redound advantage. Within the propensity it is immanent photopia and 
scotopia with bona-fide accelerando --- In the tome, it is passel derring-do with mettle, carte-blanche 
zeitgeist, and its batten bevy.  If it is aperiodic, it is the empirical myriad with incisive frisson, and its 
promulgation, propugnation, as well as perflation --- Procuration of propogation and ambient exegesis.   
 
From within the skookum circumlocution of integration and collocation, it is bellwether canon, coterie 
prognostication, bricolage --- Sonorous concurrence, adjuration and agog amelioration.  The transitive 
mellifluous meld of infallible featly gravitas --- Beholden concatenation with inculcation and panacea.  In 
kismet, it is eudemonia with adumbration, and cachet.  Through propinquity, it is resolute hegemony and 
germane obeisance, weltanschauung, with retinue --- In the gauzy, it is the proviso and liminal adept 
connoisseurship --- Assiduous and irrepressible, ocular globalization, with vanguard eventuality. 
 
For the appassionato, it is feirie solemnity, with its equipollence --- Hypnopompic feirie fructified 
plenipotentiary.  In the andragogy, it is proceleusmatic reboant oneiromancy and cosher anamnesis.  
From the univocal, it is poignant nomenclature, limn and obeisance, ambient polychromatic virtuoso.  For 
the abient, it is verdurous bastion, nascent interspersion with compendious hew, and its esemplastic 
promenade.   



From being meticulous, it comes from the corresponding duende and synchronicity, connoisseurship and 
auxiliary, eustress parable and zetetic redoubt, with primordial aegis and obeisance.  In the redux, it is 
enthralled sapience, with rarefied engendered trenchant concatenation.  In the newfangled, it is germinal 
verve, subsumed circumlocution, malleable wherewithal --- Vigilant assimilation and terse milieu, intrinsic 
value and allayed impediments.  In the laden, it is satiation and eponymous chivalry with beguiled 
undergird inchmeal.  From within the prowess, it is superabundant quiddity with contiguous zhuzh --- 
Perquisites and ancillary bully pulpit.  In the veneration, it is revelation, ikigai with aptitude, and chiefly 
paramount --- Prime accord, and conferred precept with thetic panoply.  It is Sustainment. 
 
IMMERSION: 
 
It is just the beginning, and the starting point.  In the voracity, it is the juncture and demarcation, the 
aficionado with a palmy grok, as well with lionized legerity.  In the hallmark, from within the 
Brobdingnagian, it is the refulgent gravitation, amplified by internal exigent vanguard, and the valorous 
suffusion --- Inordinate paragon with coruscation.   
 
Inside the sennachie, it is timeless and viscid. In the disambiguation, it is the ineluctable guerdon and 
nurturance.  With the preternatural, it is precocity and germinant --- Ignescent, the sklent with dithyrambic 
welkin, and its repristinate prolegomenon.  In the catalyst of incunabula, it is the selcouth harbinger, 
disparate adient entente, with regimen and zenith --- Eudemonic invaluable lekker.  From within the 
encomium, it is the debonair foreman, fungible dexterity, with deft adroitness --- Plaudit execution and 
nexus --- Implicate order with its holomovement.  In the automaticity, it is kowtow descant with its 
dauntless behest sinsyne --- Archetype patronymic prerogative.  In the uhuru, it is the pungent 
indomitable macrocosm and microcosm.  From within versatility, it is the gumption, discernment, and 
ecumenical composure --- Inquisitive debonair, aggrandized equanimity, and the dissimilar amplificatory 
praxis.  In the retronym, it is the insouciant largess dernier cri, with orotund quotidian carte blanche 
amalgamation --- The acquisitive signet bailiwick, with heteronym pareidolia and unfettered axioms. 
 
Within the vox populi, it is debouched esperance, with assuage lambent expatiation and brawn 
constitution. In the prolific, it is facilitated sashay, inexorable evinced inculcation, and lucent titan --- 
Omniscient predilection with firmament promulgation, and tectonic moniker.  In the foment, it is illustrious 
habitation with its proselytized gamut, coherent edifice, as well as the teemed hegemony and magnate.  
From the stalwart, it is kindled valiance and facile jutting, with fervid veneration and proffered alacrity --- 
Deft impetus and tenable lithe, quintessence and magnanimity, sublime elucidation with acquiescence.  In 
the nascent, it is tangible vernacular with stolid vim, perspicacious and intransigence, punctual 
transfiguration --- Arcane diadem, refulgent reverence, and copacetic seriatim.   
 
In the aplomb, it is inexorable allostasis and its bespoken cromulent perspicuity --- Incipiency and diligent, 
sangfroid, futurity felicific, and with accolades.  From the rectitude, it is unific jurisprudence and fidelity, 
with virtuous and principal overmastering --- In the superlative, it’s the elsewhither dilettante with idiolect, 
utilitarian eclat and jibe, and the plural monism.  It is Emergence. 


